PLAYER EXCHANGE TRAVEL POLICY
RUSH WISCONSIN WEST

BEHAVIOR/RESPONSIBILITY/EXPECTATIONS FORM
To all Rush Wisconsin West Players and Parents that are guest playing with another Rush Club/Program:
As witness to your commitment and hard work, your maturity and character shown towards your teammates, coaches,
and families, it is assumed, by parents and coaches that behavior and responsibility on your trip will be positive.
This is an opportunity of a lifetime, but along with the opportunity comes expectations and responsibilities towards your
own safety, dignity, consideration of others, and representation of the Rush Wisconsin West Soccer Club and the Rush
Club/Program you are traveling with.
These expectations include (and are not limited to):
1. Staying with the group at all times, unless communicated.
2. Showing respect and discipline to coaches, parents, and all parties involved.
3. Following the itinerary and any additional behavior expectations of the host Rush club.
4. Showing respect for all teammates and opponents, displaying no harassing behavior.
5. Maintaining proper temper in regards to others and holding oneself to a high level.
6. Taking responsibility for your own belongings, uniforms, schedules and welfare.
7. Refraining from any illegal activity, alcohol, and drugs.
8. Acknowledging that poor behavior affects the group experience as a whole, and that there will be consequences
for infractions. Consequences will include missing a part/full game or being sent home, at your own expense, for
severe infraction that will be determined on an individual basis.
Parent contact numbers for your trip.
Best person and number to call ____________________, alternative person and number________________________
I agree to accept responsibilities and consequences of behavior on the trip that I am taking with another Rush
Club/Program. I am committed to representing Rush Wisconsin West and Rush Soccer to the best of my ability on this
trip.
_________________________________
(Player Signature)

_________________________________
(Parent signature)

Date: _____/_____, 2017.

We are looking forward to a great trip that will create lasting memories for every individual involved!
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